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VW MULTIVAN_ MERCEDES VALENTE VAN FIT OUT
High end VW Cravelle/Multivan and Mercedes Valenta vans are the perfect choice for a family needing to
transport a wheelchair bound child. This system provides a touch of class with many outstanding features,
including the internal configuration of seating to suit requirements.
The Fiorella Lift is an ergonomically designed lift; perfectly suited for VW and Mercedes vans and others, and
an alternative lift for those not wishing to use the tried and tested steel type platform lifts.
Spec: VW Multivan entry height is 1250mm and internal height is 1300mm.
The Fiorella Lift is made and designed in Europe and incorporates a wide range of
features:
Single post operation
Folding platform
Clearview design
Twister Base –providing easy
access to restraints
Remote operation
Service reminders

Lift Up and Down

"Freedom of Motoring"

VW MULTIVAN_ MERCEDES VALENTE VAN FIT OUT
Twister function

Seating

Restraints
Restraints can be configured in a number of ways , from simple Slide & Click” restraints to Electric front
Restraints , or a Docking type systems, -Lap/Sash Belt is a part of every installation.
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Alternate Mobility is a registered NDIS industry provider and have been service agents for several
years though our sister company, Alternate Solutions Group.
Our motto is “Freedom of Motoring” and we are committed to finding a safe and cost effective
solution for client ‘s themselves—not forgetting the carers, occupational therapists, and health
and safety personnel.
Alternate Mobility has formed effective alliances with the major suppliers and providers using only
high quality products which are designed for the wheelchair and vehicle access industries/
markets.
These include and but are not limited to:
Wheelchair lifts
Restraints and seat belts systems
Hoists
Winches
Seating
Ramps and steps
Automated doors, ramps and tailgates
Custom hand rails
Custom flooring
Whether it is a simple repair, a major upgrade or
an OHS compliance issue, our aim is to help find a
solution to meet your needs.
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